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.Police,ar:/Msts

seek ans...vers: '·

1····death~~;
I DeAndreAaiooi>nam

What happened to
DeAndre Davis?

1lom;fifi11U~ffl

by Kristin Albrecht

I>{ell;oo::ii~

CO-NEWS EDITOR ,_

When police officer Jeff Oxton,
responded to a radio call in early
January to check on .a, possible
suicide at a north end apartment, it
triggered a sequence of events that
has upset a tenuous racial balance
in the community.
St. Cloud police state they are
still · investigating, w_hile some
activists claim police have not
investigate.d well enough.
·
In midst of this tragedy, even the .
First Amendment becarrie an issue.
The aftermath of ims seemmg]y
routine 91 I caJI could be the basis
for a good novel ..:. except the
bizarre events seem to be true.
The death of 19-year-old

r-

·And programs were developed on
campus to address the problem of
racism.
Race issues have taken the
forefront in the cominunity as well.
Three major local speak-outs were
conducted - and several smaller
sessions -trying to address racial

i~~.!Jl~ P"l~.b_;;.~ be .

tt@o/fiSt~Jialrk£2F
riddled with racial controversy, has'
become a catalyst for suspicions by
the minority community about local
law enforcement.
And these unsettling suspicions
Jtave led to _vague allegatiom ~t
reported m an altemallve
newspaper, _ based on concerns
raised in three public setting~ and
ultimately coming to -tie.d When
police attempted to execute a
• search warrant last week on
University Chronicle seeking audio
tapes of one of the public meetings.

...;. ~lingei:
While~some elements ·are clear,

NABRJDGED~

others aren't in the minds of

Shirley Dixon ls comfor:ted by her husband, Andrew Davis, as she tells her story in at a forum In De,A.ndre's family and supporters.
Dixon said she bad asked ·
March on racial problems in St Cloud. She tells the story of her son DeAndre Davis and tells her
authorities to allow her to see her
lruslrallon with the response 91 the St Cloud Police Departmenl

home. An older child was not. '
Davis apparently was angry and
threatened to kill . himself.
According to his mother he had
made similar threats before so this
one was not taken seriously. Dixon
said Jennifer told her she heard a
.gun go off and called 911.
DeAndre's body was found in a
1,, 1998
bedroom with a gunshot wound to
De.Andre's mother ~ Shirley his head about 2 am. Jan. . 17.
Dixon told University Chronicle Officer Oxton confirmed he was
she recalled the day
he died. the first on the scene, but declined
DeAndre visited her apartment. He further comment.
had been shopJ?:ing ,and seemed
According to his- mother, the
upbeat Later the same evening, he suicide is confusing because Davis
and his girlfriend Jennifer supposedly had turned his life
apparently fought about money. . around.
_ DeAndre, Jennifer and their
The rep0it of DeAndre's .death
newborn child were the only ones

Jan.

~fore

at Maplewood Terrace, 1220 15th
St N., came at 2:22 a.m., according
to police records. and Oxton arrived
on the scene five minutes later.
Davis' death is still under,
investigation, said St. Cloud ,Police
Chief Dennis O'Keefe, although
the death certificate calls it a
probable suicide.

Racial tensions
The racial climate in St. Cloud
has been Ullstable for the past few
years, and particularly in the last six
months. A predominantly white
community, locals often are not
used to, people of other cultures.
Meanwhile SCSU officials have
struggled with balancing the

desirability of attracting minorities
with the plain fact certain tensions
are~probably unavoidable.
·
This sensitive situation came to
~ ih Jhe fall ~n black,, first•
year student Mary Green, daughter
of Cultural Education Director Les ·
Green,- awoke one morning in her
donn room to find a swastika and
KKK written on her door.
Later that .quarter, . Semya
Hakini, a professor in the
department of human relations and
multicultural education, had two.
swastikas carved into her car door. •..,
President Bfuce Grube ' visited '
each or'~ resjdence halls to speak
at,out th-e- situation. Faculty, staff
,and ~~nts expressed ~oncern.

son's body before it was cremated.
She added she was told she.couldn't
see the body again because it could
contaminate
evidence , and
cremations were· not done on
weekCrids. Yet the .county~financed
cremariOri took place on a Saturday,
earlier than she said she was told.
''I wanted to see for myself,"
Dixon said. "I know him from head

~~~n

to
also said she wllS told her
son shot himself ih the fOrehead.
·But when she saw the body there
was a wound on the side of his
head. Dixon claims the body laid in~
the apartment for 12 to 14 hours.
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University still seeks new admission director _
Orirrina/
date for naming communications.
Barry . ~eg~r. director 'of marketing and
::1
'They may had accepted
new admissions director- today."
·
Sherwood Reid, the
being delayed
curreni directoF of
1

by Kristin Albrecht
CO·NEWS EDITOR

No admissions director has been named
after three weeks of deliberation.The hiring
of a new director of admissions and
recruitment position was in its final stages
three weeks ago.
''I was told today CNednesday) we are
rijlit at the point of making an offer," said

admissions, will be
retiring ·this year after
32 years at SCSU.
Wegener said the
process of picking a
new director is to select
the individuaJ, find out
if the)' accept the
position and then send
a contract to seal the
offer.

!!1e deadline for aPJ)licati(;ms for the
pos1hon was Feb. 9.
'"
March IO through the 12 was the week
each of the three I'emaining candidates gave a
presentation to students, staff and.faculty. ·•
The presentations were 10 to 15 minutes
each on separate days. The finalists were
asked to address "1)9w the recruitment of
students will change in the 21st centuiy."
A search committee made-!)p of ~ t 12
members was in charge of reading lt1ters of
recommendation"" and matching up job
descriptions, Wegener,·· said there .were
originally·1I applicants for the position;
The three finalists are Annette Day,
. assista.nt director of admissions at the

University of ~innesota":.'l\vi~ .cities; ':
Timothy Utter, director _of ll,dmJss1ons -at

Cooq,,dia University in St Paul arid Scott ,
Flanagan, assistant vice president of
enrollment services at St. Francis College in
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
· In the March 16 edition -oC University
Chronicle, Wegener is-quoted as saying the
name of the new director-will be released this
week. He also said this person could start as
soon as two weeks.
[ ,
Wegener said ·there are a lot of
·considerations that ·need·_to be takeit- into
accOUQt such as whether or not.the fii-st of!er
is accepted and when th" person can leave_
theit:. other job.

TWO
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CAMPus & CoMMUNITY BRIEFS
Volunteers needed
for weekend tornado

clean-up efforts

St Peter on Saturday only to help with the

clean-up:
·
All students who go down - independently
or with a group - and volunteer. time in the
clean-up efforts, will receive credit on their
activities

Mary Beth Overland, director of Disability
Services and coordinator of Volunteer Link at
SCSU, said theif is a need for volunteers in the
~lean-up efforts a t ~ y and on the campus

of Gustavus Adolphus.
The Gustavus Adolphus clean-up will take
place on Saturday and Sunday from 9 am. to 4
p.m. Volunteers are asked to bring supplies that
would help with the clean-up process, such as
tools and wheelbarrows, etc.
In Comfrey, general help is also needed
A group of SCSU students will go down to

tran~ript

for

hours

volunteers should call 507-877-4069.
'Those who are interested in volunteering in
the Red Cross efforts, call (800) Hl;LPNOW.

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
SATURDAY
Writer's Workshop
The University Chronicle is
hosting a Writer's Workshop
_from noon to 3 p.m.
Everyone is welcome. Call
255-4086.

SUNDAY
Signing in Clay
Students are invited to
view an exhibit by Helene E,
R. Oppenheimer. "Exhibit:
American Sign Language in
Clay" is on display in the
Atwood Ballroom Display
cases until May 15.

APRIL9
Rock climbing club
A new club is starting at
SCSU - for those interested
in rock climbing. The first
meeting is at 4 p.m. on April
9 in the Watab room : Call
Rob at 654-9102 for more
information.

CoRRECI10N

se:!~, s~~~::Qt: ~ ~w~~

30 edition of University Chronicle
stated the search warrant issued by
the police allowed for a nighttime
search outside the hours of7 a.m. to
8p.m.
'This is incorrect. This statement
was crossed .out on the warrant
which the St. Cloud Police
Department presented to the

University Chronicle.
Our apologies for any confusion
this may have caused.

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronide, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

Index
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spent

volun1eering.
The SCSU group is planning to leave for St.
Peter at 6 am. and return at 8 p.m. Those who
are int~ted in helping should contact Molly
fromVolunteerLlnk-at654-5544 tosignup.
In order to volunteer services to Gustavus
Adolphus, interested people should ·call 507933-BOXI to confinn when they will be there
and what type of work is needed. Comfrey

Grube, Schlagel chart
SCSU basketball
program's future
Spring basketball practice starts Monday.
President Bruce Grube and SCSU's new
basketball coach, Kevin Schlagel, are
working on starting out right.
Grube said he wants the team to be more
competitive. He also is interested in focusing
on the athletes' education and satisfying
gender equity. This is from a Title IX in 1972.
· The Huskies did not sign any players
during the early signing period from Nov. 12
to 19. The team is losing four seniors.
Grube said he is interested in inviting

STATE

Man treks crosscountry to
distribute poetry

Aro•••

Carl Sandburg visited the St.
Cloud Teachers College on Oct. 23,
1935, as a lecturer and a reader.
At the time, Sandburg was
known as "America's most
distinctive
[Abraham]
poet,
Lincoln's most understanding
biographer, a journalist, a best
author of chi ldren's books and
singer of American folk songs."
Sandburg had spoken and
presented his work at many other
state universities in the U.S.

ANNOUNCEMENf
Currently enrolled students who
have been accepted into their major
and have earned between 144 and
160 quarter credits will be receiving
a graduation status report.
This is intended to help ease the
transition from quarters to semesters.
The office will use the major
program fonn on file in lhe
registrar's office as a basis for the
status report.
Students should contact their
major/minor adviser for assistance
with course translations and
requirements under semesters and
course substitutions.

sinks, cups, dishrags, sponges,
Office mugs
counters and spoons in at least one
dozen offices in Tucson two years.
breeding ground_ ago.
The results were originally
for germs
published in a journal on dairy food
Office workers may be getting a
bonus with their morning cup of
coffee.
Charles Gerba and Ralph Meer,
researchers at the University of
Arizona in Tucson, Ariz., have
discovered mugs stored at offices
may breed germs - possibly
harmful germs like E.coli.
,., Th~se germs are flourishing
because people don' t wash and
disinfect their cups, sinks and
preparation areas at the office.
Gerba and Meer's research
revealed approximately 40 percent
of the cups had coliforms in them.
Cups with lids were the worst especially for E. coli.
The two researchers tested

and sanitation.

New Cabela's
store opens in
Owatonna
Cabela's has operfed a new store
in Owatonna - thj,s joins other
stores in Kearney and Sidney, Neb.
The
150,000-square-foot
hunting and fishing store has a laser
firing range, a gun library, a bait
shop, a restaurant and a kennel for
shoppers with dogs.
Seven-hundred applicants took a
137-question test in order to prove
their competency to join the staff.
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Schlagel was assistant coach for the
HUSkies from 1980 to 1997. He was interim
coach for the team last year and now he is the
team's 12th head coach.
Schlagel and the Huskies finished last
season on the bubble for NCAA DivisiOn Il
playoffs. They took second in the North
Central conference.
The team hopes to boost St. Cloud
basketball - between 1986 and 1988, the
team won • three consecutive North Central
Conference championships.
1be team also intends to work on meshing
the new coaching staff and the new recruits in
order to create a team which works together.

& NATION BRIEFS

Among the many other stops
planned include the Walt Whitman
Bridge in Philadelphia to distribute
"Song of the · Open Road," and
maximum security prisons where
Carroll will give out "Songs for the
Andrew Carroll of New York People" by Frances Ellen Watkins
plans to distribute 100,000 poetry Harper.
The Academy of American
books acrosS the country during the
Poets is financing Carroll's trip,
month of April.
Carroll is celCQrating National · which will conclude on April 30 in
Poetry Month by' sharing various Los Angeles.
collections of poetry with random
Other sponsors include the
people across the country. He is Washington State Apple Growers
driving a Ryder truck packed with who gave a sizeable gift, and
poetry and plans to stop at several severaJ companies who donated fJie
different locations to distribute the truck and various hotel rooms
books.
throughout the country.
He will give customers at a
Carroll said he was inspired by
Midwestern diner "Scrambled Eggs Joseph Brodsky, who was once the
and Whiskey: Poems 1991-1995" United States poet laureate.
Brodsky and Carroll co-founded
by Hayden Caruth. On William
S~akespeare's April 23 birth~y, the literacy project and Brodsky
Carroll will be in Las Vegas sharing believed poetry should be more
available to the public.
sonnets with gamblers.

63

more minority students to SCSU. He said he
thinks the athletic program is a good way to

dolhat

Ill
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Jeanine Nistler, SCSU's communications gyecialist, is taking op,
a new stage of her career at tne hospi.tal.

A new job, a bold· step
by Sarah Tieck
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

'That's what life is all about exciting new challenges," said Barry
Wegener, director of marketing and
communi~ons.

Jeanine Nistler, who was serving in
an interim po!itiOn as communications

specialist at SCSU, is taking on one of

~~~~:

position
with
SCSU for a
pennanent
position with the

St.
Cloud
Hospital.

\'~

JEANINE

NISTLER

Starting Monday,
Nistler will be assuming her new

position and working as the hospital's
communications specialist.
''In many ways I think the job will
be similar to what I've done here,"
Nistler explained.
Nistler will be joining Kathleen
Milligan,
the
hospital's
new
communications director.
Nistler said Milligan has been
working for a few months establishing
the foundations of communications
department as well as planning
lhe division of the workload and

' iitlti~

"It's an opportunity to build
something," Nistler said.
She explained the communications

departmellt is not something new to the some minor public relati~s writing for
St. Cloud Hospital.
«;lifferent publications.
"When I was a college student, I
Several
years
ago,
a
communications department existed would've rather died than go into public
within the hospital; then it was closed relations," Nistler said
and finns outside the hospital were
Nistler changed her mind and
hired to hahdle the hospital's approximately one-and-a-half years
communications needs.
ago, she was hired at SCSU
Now,
the
communications tt:mporarily as a communications
departm~nt is being brought back and specialist to fill in for Marsha
reworked.
,.
Shoemaker, who is serving as interim
Nistler said she struggled with the director of communications.
decision to leave SCSU and take the
Wegener said the search will begin
job.
to fill the director of communications
"We're really disappointed we position, because that is technically the
couldn't keep her
open position.
here," Wegener said.
· Wegener said he
hopes that will only
Nistler said she
debated if it was the
take six or eight
right choice for her.
weeks.
"We're
offShe said she was
worried
about That's what life is loading all the key
starting new and
tasks
that
Jeanine
all
has been taking care
establishing
of among three or
connections.
exciting
"It was the
four other people,"
challenges.
hardest decision I've
Wegener explained.
ever made," she
Barry Wegener
peo~~;ietakf!g t!~
said.
DIRECTOR OF MARKETING AND
these tasks are
She explained
student workers.
her husband told her
COMMUNICATIONS
she should take the
Nistler
permanent position
encourages mass
and not worry - she was moving to a communications students to get as
new stage in her career.
much experience as possible on
Nistler's career has gone through campus and at locaJ media outlets.
several stages.
She emphasized simply going to
She started as a student at SCSU class -is not enough to gel a job after
...
and' gained e""Xfk:rience as··the editor at graduation.
"I think everything you do
University Chronicle. She also worked
part-time and freelance in newspapers contributes to broadening your
for JO years after college and also did experience base," Nistler explained.

aboutnew

Teletern program helps
community development
Students find internships and job opportunities with company
by John Hill
STAFF WRJ.TER

1be Minnesota Internet Center is
part of a state-sponsored initiative to

assist Miooesota communities in
community development, economic
development, health care and
education.
The
initiative,
which
was
passed last year, calls for funding. of
$500,000.
Half of this money will go to
communities in the fonn of grants
while the other half will be used to
maintain web sites and on-line

services.
The Teletem program comes fr,om
this initiative.
The Teletern program is being
conducted by John Hamerlinck,
planner for the Minnesota Office of

Technology.
The Teletem program needs student
interns (teleterns} who have an interest
in community development areas such
as economic development, community
orgafiizing, local government and
human service&,
"We are looking for students with
wide ranges of interests that are not
limite.d to this list," Hamerlinck said.
"Students who are interested in how
communities· develop and are

Page 3
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interested in working in many different
areas of technology are enCouraged to
apply."
With the infonnation age upon us,
communities are in need of educated
people in technology to aid in
developmenl
·
"We are hoping to place at least one
teletem with each community that
receives a grant," Hamerlinck said.
At least six teletems are needed for
fall semester:
''Technical expertise is not .
extremely important because the first
two weeks of the internship are
dedicated to seminars that enhance
intem's skills and show strategies that
work in a given community,"
Hamerlinck said. "Interns will gain
knowledge . in a specific project ~y
will work.on."
The reason for this program is
telec.ommunicating is becoming an
easy and cost•effective way of
conducting business.
This program involves conducting
inventory within the community to see
how the interns can leverage resources
so all sectors can cooperate.
''This is something people need,
like sewer and water. It is no longer a
service you can get from the phone
company. It is needed," Hamerlinck
said.

The teletems will be going into
communities and showing them
resources and models that work best
and how their present situation can be
improved
through
enhanced
technologies.
"Telecommunicating infrastructure
will be a must so people can work in
another region without being
physically present," Hamerlinck
explained. "Companies will save
money through not having to send
employees elsewhere to conduct
business. It can be done in their
hometown."
Teletems are paid the same way
work study students are.
''We want the internships to help the
intern gain knowledge and substantive
experience," Hamerlinck said.
.
Interns must have six credits, and
the internship will begin next faJl.
Students who are interested should
apply as soon as possible.
'The earlier they apply, the better
chance we have of matching these
students up geographically and
matching their expertise to needs in
communities," Hamerlinck said.

Students can call John Hamerlinck
at 654-5225 or by e-mail at
jhamerlinck@stcloudstate.edu. The
Minnesota Office of Technology's
web site is www.to.state.mn.us.

Thayer's march
for leadership·
honors legacy
by Shawn Neudauer ,
MANAGING EDfTOR

The afternoon, swhmer sun shone brightly and the sky wai
blue. Still, nothing could have been more wrong.
It was July 28, 1995 - the day Dennis Thayer died.
Thayer was a respected man on campus. He was once
director of Steams Hall and later of University Organizations.
He spent his years at SCSU helping students and trying to
improve the (Juality of life on campus.
Thayer, his wife and two children were driving home from
a visit to a friend's where the couple took their kids to ride
horses. Their car was hit by another and Dennis lost his life.
Today, his wife Mary Beth, lives in Menasha, Wis. It is
where the couple's parents still live.
"I moved home if) December after the accident," she
eXplained. "I felt I needed the support network of both our
families."
She now raises her two sons,
Brandon, 7, and Grant, 5, and
volunteers at the Brandon's school.
Because Thayer was such a
respected member of the campus
community, an annual walk was started
in 1996.
The Dennis Thayer Leadership
Challenge is a five-~le walk in which
participants raise pledge money, much
like the annual Multiple Sclerosis DENNIS THAYER
Walk-a-Thon. The big difference with
the SCSU sponsored event is the money goes directly to
SCSU students. Mary Beth said she and Dennis' parents plan
to attend the walk thls year. It will be the first time she has had
the chance to attend.
"I had my sister's brida1 shower last yeal at the time," she
said 'Tus year my sons wanted to go, so we decided to come
"'.>'.together."
'4 ·
Andrew Ditlevson, associate ·director of SCSU's Career
Services, explained the leadership challenge.
"It's to honor Dennis and support causes he supported,''.
Ditlevson said. "It's kind of a nice way to remember
someone."
The leadership challenge raises money for the Excellence
in Leadership program and also for the Emergency Fund for
the residence halls.
'!bere are a lot of good causes out there," Ditlevson said.
'!be nice thing about this one is that the money goes to
support leadershlp activities and students."
Ditlevson described the Emergency Fund as a source of
money to help students who live in the residence halls during
times of need. In the past, the fund has been used to help fire
victims, and it could be used to send a student home in case
of a family emergency.
•
"Part of the goal is to ~ urage people to get involved."
he said. "Because the campus supports this so well, we have
some great prizes to offer."
Some of the prizes for this year'S event are tickets to the
president's box at a hockey game, a free parking permit for a
year or a $150 shopping spree. Ditlevson said there are door
prizes as well as prizes for the person, the organization and the
residence hall bringing in the most pledge money.
The pledges 1he participants raise support the Excellence
in Leadership program. The top honor in the program is the
Dennis Thayer Excellence in Leadership prize which is
awarded to one student each year. In the past the prize was a
plaque for the winner. Since the leadership challenge started,
the prize includes a monetary award.
''Part of the motivation for doing this was Dennis' wife,"
Ditlevson explained "She wanted to start a scholarship in
Dennis' name."
While the scholarship fund has enough money to be
awarded for the next couple of years, Ditlevson said there was
not yet enough to endow the fund for a permanent
scholarship. Last year the event raised $3,(X)(). This year,
planners are hoping to raise twice as much.
"They only had a month to put the program together last
year," said Molly Wilson, graduate as.sistant and coordinatpr
of this year's program. "With the extta time we hope to get
twice as many people involved."
The event takes place at IO am. on May 3,_and coincides
with Mississippi Music Fest
"I'm very appreciative of the students and staff who
organize this event," Mary Beth said. "I hope we have a good
turnout this year."
Ditlevson added, "A lot of people die every year. Not all of
them have an event or award named aftCr them. It's a good
indication of how people felt about Dennis."
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Mystery
The death certificate states the
immediate causes of death are a
gunshot wound to the head
(probable suicide) and cerebral

lacerations.
Dixon also said she has not
received any infonnation from the
police regarding her son's death,
including the time of her son's

death, and that no one in authority
has explained to her what has

happened.
''That is I00 percent not
factual," O'Keefe said. "Both the

mother and father have been in my
office. We have ~nded in every

way we can in this situation."
Taye Reta, fonner president of
the St. Cloud branch of the
NAACP, said he feels the police

aren't doing enough.
"The
police
have
the
infonnation, and they keep stalling
and stalling," Reta said. "Assume
you die, and they don't give your
parents any infonnation about your
death.
Wouldn't
they
be
heartbroken'? Just because these

people are black doesn't mean they
don't deserve this information."
Dixon went public with her
story of her son's death at a speak.out in March.

St.Cloud Unabridged
The April 1998 issue of the St.
Cloud Unabridged reported about a
forum on issues facing black
residents on March 7 at the Salem
Lutheran Church.
According to the article, there
were about 30 lOCal residents,
mostly African Americans, at the
forum. ·Members of the board of
directors of the State of Minnesota

PAGE 1
Council on Black Minnesotans
were present.
Dixon said she was not allowed
to see her son until four days after
he died. She claimed this week she
still hasn't been able to pick up her
son's belongings. She said she
hasn't received help from the
NAACP, but has been helped by
Bettye King, a Minneapolis racial
bias counselor:

Other speak-outs
There have been two other
public forums, one on campus and
the other in the chambers of the St.
Cloud City Council.
· The SCSU forum was Feb. 11
to address- a four-page University
Communications insert placed in
the Feb. 5 University Chronicle.
It was a student-organized
event that addressed racial issues
and incidents involving SCSU Erik PeUrsen/SrAFF PHOTOGRAPH~
students and the public.
Pictured above is.Davis' residence until his death on Jan. 17, 1998. Davis was 19 years old.
The city hall forum on March 4
On March 26 police served officials and Anfinson continue to told me he killed himself. I'm going
involved more than 30 speakers
sharing their stories of racial . Chronicle with a search warrant, wait this week for a possible . to live, but I couldn't even tell my
husband what time my son died"
discrimination. The four-hour issued because the newspaper hearing.1
O'Keefe said he understands
refused to tum over an audio
The Minnesota Legislature last
forum was televised.
recording of the SCSU speak-out.
week approved a bill that would how difficult it is for parents to deal
The warrant allowed the officers rewrite a media shield law. This law with the deaths of their children
Se;irch warrant
A
University
Chronicle to enter the newspaper office. Six would protect unpublished notes. when they are in the prime of their
investigation has shown police members of the University photographs and unaired tapes from lives.
"I don't blame them for being
began
seeking
information Chronicle ·staff were held in the most subpoenas. Gov. Ame Carlson
upset," O'Keefe said. "''I would
has not acted on the bill.
connected with the speak-out in office for about two hours.
Mark Anfinson, attorney for
like to tum over any information,
mid-Man:;h.
Final thoughts
but I can' t do th.it until the
One focus of the police probe University Chronicle, said in a fax
Dixon said she hopes no one investigation is over. Believe me, I
concerned questions raised about to O'Keefe the search warrant is
almost certainly invalid under the will ever have to go through what would like to get you guys
DeAndre's death.
(University Chronicle) off my
Police also are investigating principles of constitutional law, and she has.
back."
allegations about local police, conttary to a federal statue.
Anfinson negotiated a 24-hour
which they claim may be criminal
in nature. O'Keefe denied there is a cooling-off period allowing the
staff to_ leave. City ·and county
homicide investigation.

•Dishwashers
•Microwaves •Laundry Facilities
•Air Conditioners •Security
•Reserved Parking
•Utilities Paid
•Close to Campus

•T
r Parking
• Heat.Paid

Tim11 i, runninq out, Call Toda11!

1.0l-7789 or 41.0-11,90

Three -ways to beat·
the high cost
· · of college.
1. The Montgomery I Bill
2. Student loan repayment
3. Part-time income
The Army Reserve Alternate Training Program is a smart
way to pay for college.
First.if you qualify, the Montgomery GI Bill can provide you
with over $7,000 for your current college expenses or approved
vo/tech training.
Second, if you have-or obtain-a qualified student loan not in
default, you may get it paid off at the rate of 15% ·per year or
$1 ,500, which ever is greater, up to a maximum of $10,000.
Selected military skills can double that maximum amount.
Third, you can earn part-time money in college, and here's
how it works: One summer you take Basic Training, and the next
summer you receive skill training at an Anny school. You'll earn
over $1,6000 for Basic and even more for skill training. Then
you'll attend monthly meetings at an Anny Reserve unit near
your college, usually one weekend a month plus two weeks a
year. You'll be paid over $107 a weekend to start. It's worth
thinking about. Give us a call in St. Cloud at 252-2212 or visit

us on th e web.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.®

ARMY
RESERVE
www.goarmy.com

FOR INFORMATION

CALL

APARTMENT
FINDERS

• WateCPaid
• Tanning Betl
• 2 FulU3aths
•bis .

259-4040

lum,1
l@tl IPik@l
Gilliaans On The River
is now forminl! co-ed
volleyball leaaues
• Get some friends together
and sign up now for your
volleyball team!
• Limited number of team
spots available.

• Leagues start May 26 and
play every Tues, Wed, & Thurs.

Fot more information contact
Gillil!ans on the River
(6 miles north of Sartell)

253-7784

EXCEL Property

Mgmt. Inc.
FINEST IN
AFFORDABLE
STUDENT
HOUSING
Now leasing
4 bedroom and
studio apartments
for June and August.

251-6005
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Graduating teachers prepare for job fairs
Education career fairs
enhance students'
chances to receive job
by Dagiel/e Schmidt
& MONEY EDITOR

CAREER

music: vocal, strings, instrumental and band.
"Principals come to career fairs looking
for candidates to work at their schools,"
Simpson sai4 '1t is a good idea to come
prepared with resume in hand"
The Special Education Career Fair will be
from 9 am. until 4 p.m. on May 4, at SCSU.
'The Special Education Career Fair will be
held in the Voyager room in Atwood," said
Addie Turkowski, assistant director of Career
Services. "Everyone is welcoine to attend
from any colleges looking for a career in
special education. Students are can come as ·
they want during the day."
There will also be school districts from
other states attending.
"Students be prepared to meet with
principals," Turkowski said. "If students
would like to set up interviews with principals
they ~ so. Just have
your resume in the
Career Service office by
April 6. The resumes
will then be sent to
school districts you

The Teacher Career Fair will be a great
opp:,rtunity for graduating education majors
to meet prospective employers.
There will, principa1s from Minneapolis
school districts attending to answer questions
and interview future teachers.
..The Minneapolis Public Schools Teacher
Career Fair is only Jor schools in the
Minneapolis- area," said Mirian Simpson,
interim human resource
staffing generalist. "All
, graduating teachers from
any school are welcome to
come."
According to Simpson,
new graduates licensed or
are eligible for licensure in
the following areas should
attend. students who are
graduating
with
an
elementary major with
advanced
fluency
in
Spanish, Hmong, Somali or
French are needed.
Other areas of education
Miran Simpson
needed are Japanese, math,
physical education and
HUMAN RESOURCES FOR

Principles come to
career fairs
looking/or
candidates to
work at their
schools.

more geographically diverse," said Ginny
Crowley, who manages the site.
The power of the Internet is that it allows
teacher candidates to enter their resumes online. This pennits schools to search those
resumes for candidates who fulfill their
specific staffing needs.
',be web site contains links to many other

sites of interest to educato~ ;uch as state
_credential infonnation. Infodnation on living
in specific areas," Crowley said.

For further'·information, to submit your
resume, or register your school, log on to
the web site at www.teachersatwork.com.

chose."

The
MinnesOta
Education Fair is
coming up on May 11.
This fair will be held at
the
Minneapolis
Convention Center.
'11 will be an all day
fair," Turkowski said.
"Principals from school
districts
all
over
Minnesota will be at the
fair. There will also be
MtNNEAPOUS SCHOOlS
Candidates who have
school districts from out
media, industriaJ arts and
of
state
schools
physical science experience are encouraged attending. Career Services will have mcire
to attend. There are also school social worker, details on this fair as the date comes closer."
speech pathology, middle school science and
Another option for teachers to check out is
school psychologist potitions available at the the National Educators Employment
fair, along with careers in secondary guidance Network.
counselors, according to Simpson.
'The program is only four months old. It
The other majors of study would include is a new electronic employment service for
special education, business and finance, educators. 'It has just made job searching
business with vocational education, and e~ier, more efficient, more economical and

-

Ca~pus fair to help students
Atwood exposition
to help freshmen,
sophomores pick
careers, majors
by Eric Dietz
STAFF WRITER

Career Decision Expo '98 is
designed for students who are
undecided for their major or the
direction they want their career path
totaJce.
"It's for everybcxly with career
decisions," said Addie Turkowski;
interim director of Career Services.
"It's ·for students for exploration
about the world of work. A
jumpstart for students for what they
want to do with their life."
Career Services has teamed up
wi1h the Counseling Center to bring
Career Decision Expo '98 to the
Atwood lobby on April 7, from JO
~m. to6 p.m.

The Expo is different in that no
employers will be preSent. Career
Services and the Counseling Center
will be displaying the resources
they have available for students.
"''We are uniting our resources to
help students," Turkowski said.
"We're initiating contact. . kind
of like an outreach," said Larry
Pfleger, an organizer of the event
and a counselor at the Counseling
Center. "We're in the traffic pauem
of Atwood so that people will see
us."
A two-phase system exists
between the Counseling Center and
Career Service$:
The Counseling Center focuses
on freshmen and sophomores,
helping students to decide what
they want to do in respect to a major
or a career.
Career ·Services looks to help
juniors and seniors after they have
figured out what they want to do.
Assistance in writing resumes and
job search are on1y a few of the
resources they provide.

The three areas that the for seniors to provide graduation
Counseling Center serves are information and employer search.
personal
·
.
Students who
counseling,
•• ,
auend the Career
career
Decision Expo
counseling and
'98 will receive a
educational
free
Career

====I-Ila===

ass~:~;~""
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:Ci~~ss Inte~i~~
allow

:~~rmati~~n•~~
job sea.ch and

It's for stutlents
for exploration .
about the world of
~~u;::~rs ~~
work.
investigate job
opportunities,

Addie Turkowski
INTERIM DIRECTOR CAREER

which

:~:lab~sour~~
students
can_i,~s.

on
mini

~°':s~tlity
SERVICES
version of the
profiles and
office,
the
representative
access
on
elements of the office will be in
campus resources.
Counselors will be on hand to sit Atwood on that day," Pfleger said.
down with students and discuss "We want to wet the students'
appetite."
their options.
A series of stations will be set
"We're willing to give
immediate feedback right there," up. Each student will be given a 10point checklist to follow as they
Pfleger said.
Special stations will be set up move through the stations.

SpeaJcers will also discuss ways
students can improve their chances
of gaining employment and ways to
look for jobs.
Joe Mayne, a motivational
speaJcer will talk about "Joe College
waJces up- How to spend your time
in
college
so
that
you get your dream job" at I p.m. in
the Atwood Little Theatre.
A SCSU Alumni Panef will give
tips on getting the jobs you want at
2 p.m. in the Atwood Little Theatre.
An International Career Panel
will discuss what kinds of jobs
there are and how to make
connections at 3 p.m. in the Atwood
Little Theatre.
'1f you are thinking abou.t this,
these resources are available for
you to use, come visit us," Pfleger
said.
"We want to appeal to the
freshmen
and
sophomores,"
Turkowski said:'This is the perfect
time
to
plan
your
future."
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EDITORIAL

Students need a

better example
from educatoi;s
The students of this university specialize in countless
fields involving various .types of information,
knowledge and teaching strategies. There are, however,
a few lessons that are common to all fields. The art of
communicating with those like us and !hose not like us
is one of the lessons common to any curriculum,
despite what class or major it is being taught under.
A college education, on the whole, is supposed to
produce a well-rounded individual - a person. who can
communicate effectively with anyone despite the
situation, background or level of education. That is
what we are hopefully learning in addition to the meat
and potatoes of our classes.
There are many tremendous faculty members at our
university which aid us in accomplishing this goal.
They themselves are highly educated and for the most
part are excellent communicators.
The thing which is hard to understand is since the
beginning of contract negotiations in May of 1997, the
Inter-Faculty Organization and the Minnesota State ·
Colleges and Universities have been unable to sit down
and come to an agreement on a new faculty contract.
These people are supposed to be the best of the best
- the faculty and administrators of MnSCU. They are
the people respons101e for teaching us how to be the
better citizens of tomorrow. What kind of example are
they setting for the siudents of SCSU and the other fine
institutions of higher learning in this st~te?
The phrase·"do as·I say and not as I do" comes to
mind. This is hardly the example to set for the students
at this school. With all the controversy surrounding ·this
campus in the past year, a better example by the
powers that be is surely in need.
·
.
The rumor of a faculty strike has been floating
around for quite some time. Although the possibility of
a strike is quite slim, rumors are damaging and are the
last thing we as students need in the back of our minds.
Disagreements ·occur every day, but this is no
everyday occurrence. This school would be nothing .
without its studel).ts, so please remember the students ·
and come to an,agreement very soon.
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Notes, tapes shouldn't be taken
As reported in the
University Chronicle on
March 30, a search
warrant was served on
March 26 to search the

videotape from subpoenas. facts of their story in the
A journalist's notes
appropriate context.
should be protected no
Off the record
matter what form they are comments are not made to
in - written, taped or
hide things from the
University Chronicle
photographed.
public, but rather to assist
offices.
.
Police shouldn't· the journalist. If sources
have reason to believe that
The St.
·
~
be able to take
off the record statements
police were
. ..
anything a .. ,._
could be later subpoenaed,
lCJ<?king for audio
~ journ_alist_has from
journalists' jobs will be
tapes from a
&i
meetings or .
meeting Feb. 11
·~
interviews that has
made much more difficult.
Not only would we
to discuss racism
';' .
gone unpublished.
at SCSU and in
.
The relationship
miss out on extremely
the St. Cloud
.
between journalists helpful information, we
community. The
' • ·
and their sources is would lose the trust of
police wanted the
similar to the
valuable sources.
tapes so they could review · relationship between
It takes journalists a lot
statements made about
lawyers and their clients.
of time to build the
events they are
Even in the context of a confidences of their
investigating.
meeting,
sources so
We have refused to give those who
they will give
them those
up the tapes. We are not
speak
trying to be stubborn or
should not
valuable offcause problems for the
have to
Police shouldn't the-record
police.
worry that .
statements.
We have done nothing
the notes or
be able to take
The same
goes for
wrong. All we are doing is recordings
a11)'thing a
open, public
defending our rights.
made by the
•
Tis h
The First Amendment
reporter in
JOUrna t as
meetings.
says Congress shall make
the audience from meetings or
If the
no law abridging the
could be,
interviews that police have
freedom of the press. If
\ISed agarnst
the ability to
Congress - the highest
them at a
has gone
take our notes
and
law in the land - can
later date in
unpublished.
make no law abridging
a court of
recordings,
our freedom, then the city law.
people will hesitate to
of St. Cloud and the state
Sometimes a source
speak at meetings
of Minnesota cannot do so will make statements to a
intended for people to use
either.
journalist both have
one of our other FirstAs we speak, Gov. Ame agreed will be off the
Amendment rights Carlson could be signing a record. Those kinds of
freedom of speech.
revision to the Minnesota
statements are made so the
Do any of us, including
Shield Law that would
journalist can understand
the police, really want this
to happen?
protect unpublished notes, the circumstances of a
photographs and unaired
situation and keep the
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Children are not
all created equal
Being a South Texas native, I've experienced a
culture many of you Minnesotans have only seen
on television:,
I've seen flf$-~d the poverty stricken
Mexican immigrants who live in metal shacks ·
with dirt floors. I've gone to school with children
who were lucky if they had a clean shirt on their
backs.
Most of these children have full bellies only if
the government provides them breakfast and
lunch. At night they have slept
WISE WORDS fitfully
with a growling
OF A WOMAN stomach, dreaming of the
cafeteria food many of us find
utterly repulsive.
Yet, these children are
considered rich, compared to
their Mexican neighbors.
Those unfortunate children
who don't have the United
States government to support
them wake up before dawn to
AIME
scour the streets of border cities
E
such as Reynosa or Matamoros.
GAPSIEWICZ
Their dirty hands reach out to
tourists begging for an
American nickel. Most of them go barefoot along
these dilapidated cobblestone streets, tagging along
after wealthy Americans. Some of them loiter
nder Uieondge from e U.S. to Progreso-yelling
for quarters. They recently developed a strategy to
catch the change more efficiently. They take old
broom sticks or other such wooden poles and tie a
plastic milk jug that's cut open around the top.
Then the children and other beggars place the jugs
through the crevices on the side of the bridge, so
as to make sure no money is lost.
Some of them are exploited by their parents to
sell Mexican bubble gum called Chicklets. Others
try to wash windshields, shine shoes or perform
for spare change.
We're told to ignore them when they gather
around us. If we give them a dime, more children
will come rushing toward us, this time asking for a
quarter, next time a dollar.
Invariably a weak,,malnourished woman aged
beyond her years will be crouched on the side of a
b_uilding sitting in a pothole next to a sleeping,
sickly baby. She barely has voice enough to rasp
out a cry for some pennies. Tourists guiltily step
over her. as if she were just another blemish in the
side walk. We wonder why a woman of that
economic status could be so indifferent to her
situation as to bring a child into the world to share
in her misery.
As we're waiting to cross the street to get home
to the U.S. after a tiring day of bargaining with the
MeXlcans for cheaper goods one might never find
in his home town, the Mexican militia come
barreling down the road, towering over the back of
the armored personnel carrier. They are dressed all
in black, their faces expressionless. They carry M16 machine guns and burn into people's souls with
their binocular eyes, just waiting for someone to
break the law as they perceive it to be broken,
These are the hopeless lives that these children
are born into. They don't even know what Michael
Jordan shoes or Guess jeans are. They just hope it
won't rain inside their shelter tonight, and maybe
in the ·morning there will be some scrap of food
left over to satisfy that ever present grumble.

.
R

Is St Cloud the new Maybeny?
I would like to formally
sympathize with the St Cloud
police. They are as slick as
sandpaper. They have given new
meaning to the word "failure."

Professionalism appears to be a
concept as improbable as the
jungle exploits of Edgar Rice
Burroughs' fictional character

called Tarzan.
On several occasions we have
noticed that police offic~rs have
attended various university events
. for clandestine infonnation
gathering. They rival vaudeville's
best top bananas in dress, stealth
and demeanor. I hope they were
not supposed to be undercover.
Please, someone assure me that

office in search of the elusive
audio tapes of the SCAR
Emergency Meeting (University
Chronicle; March 30, 1998).
St. Cloud police have been
conspicuous (despite supposedly
''undercover" status) at past
events such as: (I) the march to

the Lake George Beach Club and
courthouse in 1989; (2) the Sharif
Willis appearance at a panel
discussion in Atwood, in 1992
(circa); (3) a SCAR meeting in
1995; (4) at a couple of Martin
Luther King, Jr birthday
celebrations, et cetera.

One might dare to assume that
police attending a suspicious

they merely came to the events to

event might think to bring sound
recording devices with them. Yes,

broaden their intellectual
horizons. Let's look at the
inferences of the recent police

it's true that St. Cloud lags
tragically behind in many areas,
but small and easily concealed

raid on the University Chronicle

sound recording devices have

existed for the last 30 years. The
fact that the St. Cloud police
would attend a suspicious event
and rely upon the University
Chronicle reporters for !ecorded
tapes is the stuff of uncontrolled
laughter.
To date, it's-University
Chronicle two, the St. Cloud
police zero. It seems that I can
remember several years ago when
the police and university security
lost a similar battle over the
release of supposedly
incriminating audio tapes.
Maybe the police would be
more successfully covert if they
would simply identify themselves,
wear unifonns and ask to borrow
pencils ~ paper. Barney Fife
would be proud.
Myrle Cooper
Administrative Affairs

An apology to those offended
To th.e people at St. Cloud State University:
We, the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
executive team, would like to formally apologire
with this letter to anyone who was offended by the
Wednesday ~ting poster.
On our weekly poster was a line that offended
several people. It said, "simple tips for a healthy life
or how not to be a girly man."
It's purpose was tg parody "Saturday Night

Llve's" Hans and Franz skits to promote our
Wednesday night topic, improving your physical
health.
To those we offended, we are truly sony and ask
for your forgiveness.
Jamey Dunne
Senior

Publicity coordinator for IVCF

Send it to University Chronicle,
U.S. mail, Attn. Opinions Editor, 13 Stewart Hall, St. Cloud MN 56301
e-mail: chronicle@stdoudstate.edu
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Speech·- 1or Silenc~
Charles Ashman reads his poems on the Holocaust
-METRO BASED SENIORS-INTERNSHIP TO CAREER-,

When you graduate are you going

• l!J start on the job merry-go-round?
Wouldn't you prefer to start yorlr own
business and control your own future?

Call Leo Plese 612-831-5133
or write to 5270 W. 84th St. , Ste. 420, Blmgtn, MN 55437

. Tuesday,
April 7, 1998
7 p.m.
·Atwood Theatre,
St. Cloud State
University
Charles Fishman Is a
man devoted to remem-

"Hit The Ground Running!!"

bering the Holocaust
and tts victims through
stunning lyric poetry•

.:&,.~CLOUD

~~PITAL

Sponsored by 8l Cloud State University PPOBNIII Board

We have a variety of part time positions that work well
with your school schedule! For a great work experience
and mo~e information, view our job posting in the
S'tud"ent EmpIO}'ment Office in the Administration
Building #101 or call us at 255-5650 to request an application.

•Admitting Clerk
• Health Unit Coordinator
• Jr. Volunte~r Program Coordinator
• Medical Records Clerk
• Patient Care Assistant
•Specialist Medical Records
•Telecommunicatibns Attendant
•Transportation Escort
• Unit Support

$7.66
$8.18
$8.18
$6.96
$7.19
$7.66
$7.19
$6.42
$7.19

hr
hr
hr
hr
hr
hr
hr
hr
hr

•Postttons may also receive ad4tttonal shift dtfferential pay

We seek responsible individuals who have ·
worked. in culturally diverse environments.

Uterary Arts Committee aad scsu Canter tar Holacaaat Educatloa
For lnlarmation: Atwood Mamorlal Center 118, (8201 255-2205

Student SPecial _Membership Fee at
RIVER OAKS GOLF COURSE
Show student ID for
Membership: APril 2nd until May 22
Weekend Rates - $1 Ofor 9 holes
$15 for 18 holes
Weekday Rates - $8 for 9 holes
$ l 3.00 for l 8 holes

EOE-Drug/Alcohol Screen

Smoke Free Environment
1406 Sixth Avenue North • St. CI.oud, Minnesota 56303-1901
(320) 251-2700

Call your mom. Tell everyone
you're ca,lling your girl.
I

{j_lJ

1-800-COLLECT

®

SP9rts
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Bis.h op playing like a kitlg
Freshman takes
his show from the
hardwo6cj Wthe
hardcourts

SPORTS EDITOR ,

The SCSU track and field team
will kick off its outdoor season
Saturday, at the Blue Devil
Invitational.
After the men and women's
team had a strong showing in the
North Central Conference indoor
season, Head Coach Tracy Dill said
he is optimistic heading into the
outdoor season starting this
weekend in Menonomie, Wis.
''The women finished third
indoors, in a very competitive
conference;' Dill said. 'The men
finished fifth, and hopefully they
can improve on that, and I think
they can barring a rash of injuries."
Leading the way for the
women's team is senior Carey
Meinert and Tonya VanErp.
Meinert had a strong indoor
season winning nine events and is
the current record holder in the
women's pole vault.
"We have an excellent group of
hard working womeii," Dill said.
"Our distance group should be real
quality, and we are led by two
outstanding seniors (Meinert,

STAFF WRITER

It's not very common these days
for a collegiate athlete to pariicipate
in two different sports during the
same academic year. It is even less
common to see a freshman playing
two sports and excelling at them the
way Todd Bishop has this year at

scsu.

Bishop, a first-year student from
Prairie du Sac, Wis., came to SCSO
to play basketball, and hope to

someday replace senior Sean
Whitlock at point guard. But soon
Head Coach Kevin Schlagel moved
Whitlock to the off guard position
and inserted Bishop into the

Huskies' starting lineup.
It was a great opportunity for the
freshman and it was a position that
he would hold on to for the

remainder of the season.
"He

far

exceeded

Tracksters
gear/or
outdoors.
by Rob LaP/ant~

by Sean LaFavor

my

expectations," Schlagel said "With
the move of (Whitlock) this year-to
increase our sc01fog, we had to
throw Todd into the mix right away,
and he responded very well. In
college baskelball, you look for an
assist to turnover ratio of two-toone, and Todd actually had a fiveto-one ratio, which is almost
unheard of."
As well as Bishop played for the
basketball team this past season, a
possibly
more
surprising
accomplishment is what he is
currently doing on the men's tennis
team. Bishop has been playing on
the squad for a little over three
weeks and has yet to lose singles
match, playing most of the time at
No. 2 an<1 No. 3 singles.
"It's been a lot of funt•Bishop
said. "(Playing two sporfs) takes up
a good chunk of time, but it's
something I enjoy. ,I try to take it !lS
seriously as I Can, but I like to have
fun doing it."
Bishop started 22 of the
Hus~es' 27 , gllr{leS this season,
averaging 5.8 points per game,
collecting 85 assists, while turning
the ball over only 28 times.
Schlagel points to Bishop's
diligence in the classroom as
the main reason why he is able
to compete in two varsity
sports.
"He's a very good aJJ.around
person. The reason that he's able to
play two sports is that he's
academically a good student, he
said. "If he were not capable to
handle things academically, we
would not allow him to play
(tennis). But he does a good job
with time management, and taking
care of his course work, it's not a
problem."
During his high school days,
Bishop led the Sauk Prairie High
School basketball team to the

Chronicle/9
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The women's team will be in
one of the toughest conferences in
the nation, according to Dill.
"I would say the women are
easily in one of the toughest
conferences in the United States,"
Dill said.
The men's team will look to
overcome some key losses,
particularly in the pole vault event,
with , the loss of A}J.American
Dustin DeRosier, who set an
NCAA Division II indoor record

a

Shane Opak/PHaro EDfTOR

SCSU fr:shman Todd Bishop has made an Impact this season on both the hardwood and the hard
court. Bishop was the starting p,olnt guard on the men's basketball team and currently Is playing
at No. 2 singles for the men's tennis team.
·
Division II state championship
game during his junior and senior
campaigns. He was named to the
All-Tournament team his senior
year at the state tournament and was
a three•time All-Conference
selection.
On the tennis court, he was the
Division II singles state champion
his senior season, and was the
runner•up his sophomore and junior
years.
Schlagel first heard of Bishop
from his high school basketball
coach at Sauk Prairie.

"I got a call from (Tom Andres),
whom I had worked a couple of
camps with," Schlagel said "I have
a gre~ deal of respect for (Andres).
I think he's one of the best high
school coaches in Wisconsin. He
called !lfld said that he had a very
good player way back when Todd
was a tenth grader. I went to look at
him, and he was very good
fundamentally, good shooter, but·
not very physically strong.
Through his junior and senior years,
he got stronger."
Bishop rea1izes the rarity of the

opportunity he has been given and
said he appreciates it
"I really like both of my
coaches," he said '7hey gave me
the opJX)rtunity to play two sports,
which a lot of times doesn't happen.
They've been really open with the
idea, and really helped me."
Bishop has not given much
thought to a major field of study, but
he certainly has Plenty of time.
"I've rea11y enjoyed (SCSU),"
Bishop said. "It's been a really fun
year so far. I really don't have
anything bad to say about it."

last\½?~::~:s°':!\he men's
team and an inexperienced group of
pole vaulters, · Dill said he was
happy with the way his players have
perfonned, thus far.
"DeRosier graduated, but we
still have a tremendous group of
pole vaulters,'' Dill said. "We
brought in two of the best high
school vaulters in the state, in
(freshmen) Jed Bergstrom and Tim
Koupal. I also think our high
jumpers will be good."
Bergstrom already is making
' noise after earning All-American
honors at the NCAA Division II
Indoor Championships, with a jump
of 15-7 to place fifth nationally.
The Huskies will expect big
things from sophomores Jamie
Kunstleben and Mike Pooler in the
400-hurdles.
Kunstleben captured first place
last year at the NCC Outdoor
Championship in the 400 hurdles,
and Pooler ran an SCSU record
52.96 in the preliminaries.

Go ro TRACK, PAGE 1o •
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Outdoor sports suffer with r~(_ent conditions
forward to playing outside and with majority of its· baseball has
the bad weather this week, it looks be!!n practices indoors at the
like we'll have to spend some more Fieldhouse.
time indoors."
"We've hid a few practices
Sunday's baseball game with outdoors," VonEschen said. "Some
Valley City State University was of the players went out to Dick Putz
called off due to rain and Tuesday's
game with the University of
by Rob LaP/ante
Minnesota-Duluth was caJled due
SPORTS EDITOR
to snow.
The unpredictable weather has
SCSU may not have a dome
stadium, but lately the HaJenbeck left the players in limbo, and senior
is
Fieldhouse has been the irid6or pitcher Brian VonEschen said the
home tq, the Husky spring sports uncertainty of playing can make
things difficult on a player,
teams.
This pa5t<week, the baseball particularly for a pitcher.
''I thin)( it's harder' for a pitcher
team had two games cancelled due .
to inclement weather conditions, not knowing if you're going to
and this afternoon's home game play," ·VonEschen said. "You go in
Mike McKinney
scheduled at Selke Field for the
' SCSLJ JUNIOR OlJTFlELDER
th;~•~
softbaJI team was cancelled as well.
The poor playing conditions morning, and right there you're
have forced games at Selke Field upset, and you might even Jose that and said it wasn't too bad, but the
doesn't help things
and Dick Putz Field to be called off chance to start, because they might · ~~~e~ 0
and bring SCSU athletes back to fa:e'.~, to somebody else the next
The basebaJi team is slated to
the Fieldh9use to practice their
The Husky baseball team (3-7 play Friday at the University of
swings.
"We've been inside for a while overall) hasn't played a game since South Dakota and Saturday at
March
5 against the University of Morningside College. With the
now," ·said junior outfielder Mike
McKinney. "We are all looking Pittsburgh, during its spring break recent snow stonn, McKinney said
road swing. Since that time, the the games in South Dakota are

Poor conditions
force Huskies to
play waiting game

Everyone
looking forward
to the opportunity
· toplay.

~~w:~:n

~~ t1:!

;~1t:~~t

:~;ffi

questionable as well.
"Skip (Head Coach Denny
Lorsung) told us there was about
three inches of snow down there
(USD)," McKinney said. ''I guess
we have to seewhat happens and let
the coaches make the right
decisions and go with it. But it's
disappointing, because everyone is
looking forward to· the opportunity
to play."
Meanwhile, this afternoon· the
softball game with South~est State
University was cancelled, and Head
Coach Paula U'Ren said it was
disappointing, especially being the
softbaJI team only plays two games
at home this season.
''I guess we just wing it," U'Ren
said. "It's disappointing, but there is
a possibility of moving it to Friday,
but you just never know."
U'Ren said the coaches look for
two main criteria before cancelling
agame. ·
"First, you take a look at the
safety of the playing conditions for
the players invloved," she said. "It's
a judgement caJI based on if the
field is to sloppy to play on and last,

Husky Sports Scoreboard
NonhcmDfvi!iion:
Team.

NCCBAIDALL

NCC

Overall
.............. 12-2
...... .1:7·5
......... :......5-4
:...............8--7

~
St.Cloud.Scale ................0-0
Team
NCC
OVttall
North Dakota State ...........0-0
North Dakota .................... 0-0 ............ 12-3
North Dako(a ...... .........0-0
Nebraska-Omaha ............. 0-0 ................6.2 · Mankato State ....................0-0
Augustana ... ...............0-0.......... 5-2
North D'.ikota State .. . .....0-0.....
..7·5
SOuthern Dfvi!iion:
Northern Colorado ...........0-0 ................ 7-8
Team
NCC
OVttall
Mankato S(ate .................. 0-0........... .6.7
Auguswia ...................... .0-0 .. .......... Z0.2
SouthDalwta--Sl:Re..
..0-0 ................ 4-5
Nebraska-Omaha ..... . ..... 0-0 ...... ....... 16.6
St.CloudStatc .................0-0 ................3-7
South Dakota .................. (}{) .............. 17-7
Momingside ..... ................. 0-0 ................3-8
Morningside .... ~ ................0-0 ................7-5
South Dakota .................. 0-0..... ........... 1·9
South Dakota Slate ........... 0-0 ............. 10-9

_,__

RrsHls W'4nef4ar

St. Cloud St. at Soulh Dakota (2)
North Dakota at Nonhem Colorado (2)
Mankato SI. at Morningside (2)
South Dakota SI. at Auguscana (2)

--

St. Cloud St.. at Morningside (2)
Mankato State at South Dakota (2)

North Dakota at Northern Colorado (2)
North Dakota SI. at Nebraska-Omaha (2)
Augustana at South Dakota St. (2)

-

North Dakota SI. at Nebre:ska-Omaha (2)

Morningside- at Moont Ma~ (NC)

...,,,.

SCSJI Danios lc:a<kn
.\:vg.RHRBIHlt

Mike Flanigan
Luke Hanegraaf

=:=r
Shawn Grande
Mitch Reis

T,mBobnd
WK<I=
,Jason Fischer

.447
.400
.346
.345
333
.325
.325

5 17 2 0
1 2 2 0

6 9 3 0
3 10 10 1

1 2 l 0
7 13 5 0
6 13 7 0

.324 8 11 5 2

Brian Rolek
BrianS(an.slaski
Brad Sarauer
Jim Crowley
~

.JlOO....L.2 JLO

Totab:

.2?)64103533

...,,,.

sr:m Phchins Jqdt;ffl
W•L f.KASVBBK
1-1 159 0 9 13

JOMlVorpahl

Brian¼;inR<;chen
John ¼:illan
Nathan Winter
Jason Fischer
Pete Brost
Man Oelschlager
Tim Scully
MikeCich
Luke Hanegraaf

~

0-0 2.89
0-1 3.00
0-0 3.37
0-0 4.15
0-l 5.40

0
0
0
0

7
1
4
1

2
2
0
1

0 1 I

1-16.000617
0-1 759 0 4 9
0-1 9.45 0 6 3

0-0 10.12 0 3 0

1'LlillJLl...2

Totals,

3-7 5.83 0 4957

NCClonBAu.

=-

~
Augustana at Morningside (2)
Southwest Slate a1 St.. Cloud SL, ppd.
Mankato St. at Minnesota (2)
Wayne St., Neb. at South Dakota (2)
Nebraska-Omaha at Nebraska-Kearney (2)

_,__

-

North Dakota St. a1 Minnesota-Morris (2)
Mankato SI. at South Dakota St. (2)
North DakotaatAugustana(2)

St. Cloud St., North Dakota St, Nelxa.ska·
Omaha, South Dakw, North Dakota,
Bemidji St.. at Augustina Jnvitatiooal
Mankato St., Morningmle at South Dakota
St jackrabbit lnvitatiooal

.2509930
.243 9 9 5 O
.222 I 2 I 0
.185 5 5 6 O
.100 1 1 3 0
.000 10· 00

Mike McKinney

~

South Dakota at Nebraska-Omaha, late
Augustana at Buena Vina. Ia., late
Wayne State, Neb. at Morning.side. late
South Dakota St.. at Southwest SI., late

St. Cloud St., North Dakota St., Nebra.skaOmaha, South Dakota, North D.i.koca,
Bemidji SI., at Augu&ana Invitational
Mankato SI., Morningside at South Dakota
SI. Jackrabbit Invitational
•

SCSIJBaniosltwk:a
Avg.RH RBIHR

"""'

Danielle Jakubik
Jody Brueske
Michelle Lechner

.571 3 4 0 0
474 9 18 6 1

Stacy Winers

Mary Libbt::smeier

.364 6 12 5 0
.36481251
357 7 15 12 1
.}i5 6 JO 6 0
250 2 3 5 0
.235 7 8 5 0

Stacy Schoenrock
Karissa Hoehn

.225 13 9 3 O
.2002 3 21

Gina Falkowski
lisa Rooauer
AlisonHuselid
Jamie Trachsel

.394 6 13 8 O

Shannon Vickerman

2-0 2.42 0 3 3

~

ll.lJ!ILil-1ill

'"'""

11-2 2.08 I

2/15
2/17
2/21
3/2

313
314

315

054

3/ll

MkhlpnT<eh

"""''

W,5-4
W,S.-1
• 7-0
w.6-3

WebberCollcge,Fla
Eckerd College. Fla.
King's College

1.,7-2

S &I

• 9,-0
W,9,-0

Missouri-K.C.

<6-0

Michigan Tech

w.6-3

Yiu.now

0&1
W,8-1

3/21

,m

W.9'-0

06-3

Winona State

W,6,~

Wheaton College

0 5-2

W,9,-0

.,.

St.M,cy',

Winona State

4/17

2p.m.

SCSI! Sloia Ba:m:lb

__,

4/26-27

NKyle Freske
NickKettenhofen

Troy Pilger
Todd Bishop

Jo< Cheney
Brian Fcddema
kuon Sbd<
p,ooi,opkx!

-

W.9'-0
Noon

St.John's
NCC Toumamcot

....,,

KylcKlawiler

TBA

l!Hl
&II
6-9
'>-0

-··51. Scholastic:a

3113
3114

WinonaSlate
Mankato State

3115
3/21

"

SCSU Doubles TOf'.
Nortbl>llota

3/1J1
4/3
4/4
4/5
4/7
4/16-18
4/24

Ch<oey/1.eopold

·. chepey/Feddcma
BWioplCheney
Feddema/Bishop
Slack/Feddema
Slack/Klawiter
Huneke/Cheney
Pilger/Huneke
Leopold/Huneke
Klawiter/Pilger

Date

Totals:

2-0
1-1
&5
~I
~I
1-0
1-0

4/26

NCC Toonwnem

SCSI I Slosk;, Bcmnb

Tally }oSancrlce

SusyC=kk

Karma Egge

--

Danelle Peterson
MariaRilchie
Brianna Rupp

JillTaylor

J'1IIIif<r..lll .
Totab:

SCSI! Douhlp llgpnk

Cronick/Eggc
Satterlee/Hulett

Rupp,'Peterson

McMahon/Hulett
Neuman/McMahon
Rupp/Ri!chie

Noon

-..
1BA

15-2
11>4

5-7
7-2
9-2
5-2

~I
Z,l
71-35

11-9

13-7

2-0
2-1
1-0

7-,;

Taylor/Peter.;on

6-5
2-3

Hoknl..Lu1<Ir

-"'I
45-31

NCC TIIACI<...., FmD
Date

Opponent

lime

"1

5/2

29-26

5/8-9
5/ 14

NCC Meet. Iowa
3 p.m'
NCAA Qualifier, Fargo TBA

5/16
5/21-23

NCM Qualifier, Mpls. TBA
D-U Nation.ils, Indiana TBA

1998 SclJcdule an4 Rendts

4/4

1998 Outd9Qr SclwtHk
Blue Devil Invite, Wisc. 11 a.m
4 p.m
Carleton Relays (m)
10 a.m.
Manitou Classic (w)
10 a.m .
Drake Relays, Iowa
8 a.m.
NCC Multi-Event, Fargo 10 a.m .
Nike Invitational, Mp\s. 11 a.m.

NCCW-•TDN•
Opponent

4p.lTL

3 p.lTL
TBA
TBA

Midwe5t Invite , Okla,
NCC Tow;nament

.....

-

-

Moomood,_

·-hon

-.I
&8
2-0
~I
1-0
~2
4-5

w,.9-0

6 p.lTL

1-0
~

SCSI!~ Bcmnb

NFrcske/Kenenhof~
Pilger/Feddcma
FeddemwLcopold
Feddema/Huneke

W.9-0
1.,7-2
W,8-1
W,S.-1
W,S.-1
W,5-4

W11100aState
Eau Claire

.....

60-56

...

Gustavus Adolphus ·

7-8
2-4

,.,,

• 5-4
W,7-2
W,S.-1
w, 7.2
W.7-2
W.s.-1
1.,7·2

-- ....

,,.,3/4

- --Minnesota-Duluth

3/20

7-1 0.68 1 8 62

.324 7110757 4

sc::m Pitching J,cadt;a

&uCbltt

Nebmka-Weskyan
CoocoolO

3/8
3114

Karissa Hoehn

To<ab,

313

Gustavus Adolphus
Manka10 State

W·L ERASVBBK

~

311
3/2

......

-"""""

~

.000 I O O 0

.JlOO....L.2 JLO

23 87

1224 ~ - GIil. BaJIIU

2/14

-

Angie Pike

Morningside
Sioux FallsCollcgc
Moorhead Slate
No«h Mo<,
WmenbeigCollege
WebberCollcge,Fla.
&kcrd College, Fla.
King's College
St. Leo's College

,m

-·

-

Track
SL Bencdk:t's

2/20
2/21

2/20

NCCM_..,._

you take a look at the road team that
is travelling, because if they are
~oming from a long distallce, you
don't want to make them
drive."
The softba]I team will travel this
weekend to the University of
Augustana to panicipate in the
seven team Au~stana Tournament, :
held Saturday and Sunday.
The SCSU track and field team
,is used to the Fieldhouse, after
Completing its indoor track
schedule. But, with the first outdoor .
meet scheduled for Saturday at the
Blue Devil Invitational in
Menonomie, Wis., the weather has ·
kept the tracksters from practicing ·
their outdoor events~
Head Coach Tracy Dill said it
has been frustrating not being able
to go outside, but expects things to
change for future meets.
"We have had some beautiful
days to practice outdoors," Dill
said. ''But it makes it difficult to
practice in outdoor conditions with
the weather like it is. The first thing
a player does is look at the weather
map and from there, it's kind of a
crap shoot."

4/9
4/18

4/24-25
4/27-28

St. Thomas Invite

PAGE9
"We really have two outstanding
hurdlers," Dill said.
Other players to watch will be
sophomore Travis Zins in the shot
put
Zins placed seventh in the shot
put competition at the national
indoor meet with a toss of 52-10.
He aJso won the event at the NCC
Championships earlier in the
season.
Dill said he likes the showing
put out by freshman Eric
Gunderson in the throws.
''They (Zins, Gunderson) really
give us a good one-two punch,"
Dill said.
The Blue Devil Meet is slated to
begin .Saturday at 10:30 a.m. in
Menonomie, Wis., at the University
of Stout-Wisconsin.
"We have a good mix of talent
Jor both programs," Dill said.
~ ey compliment each other really
well and if we don't have any
injuries, we should be strong."

o ·ow ·
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Local bands at war in ·Quarry
Fade 2 Shade named winner of the Battle of the Unsigned Bands contest Tuesday

Josh Kaler, and Peter Gale,
sophomore, provided an energy-filled
jam session during Battle of the
Bands. Kaler and Gale are part of the.
group "Groove Patrol" which received
second place in the competition.
Fade 2 Shade is this year's winner of the
BattJe of the Unsigned Bands. They competed
Tuesday evening in the Quarry against three
other bands.
Tho--,,,d-,,lace~GrooYo
Patrol, the third place winners were Splendor,
and the fourth band. to play was Tide. They
are not pictured.
Fade 2 Shade will receive four hours of
free recording time at AVU studios, play on
KVSC 88.1-FM and play at the Mississippi
Music Fest on May 3.
Last year's winners, Wood.stove Pete, used
their recording time to work on finishing their
demo tape. They continue to play in lcx:al bars
and coffeehouses.
Woodstove

Pete

said

winning the

Melissa Erdahl, a 1997 U of M graduate, took third place as the lead singer for Splendor. Erdahl was the only female singer
competing In lh,e annual Battle of the Unsigned Bands The bands competed Tuesday evening.
with a record company and they
must turn in a demo to the

Universiry Program Board.
This year the UPB received 12
motivation lhey needed in order to continue
demo tape entries. After listening
playing together.
·
There are three prerequisites bands need to to the tapes and making sure the
meet. At least one band member needs to be bands met the other · two
an SCSU student, they musf not be signed requirements. the UPB narrowed

competition gave them the .confidence and

contestants down to four bands.
The four bands are then invited
to perform at the Battle of the
Un~gned Bands at the Quarry.
Seeing unsigned bands play is
exciting because there is always
the possibility these bands may
someday make it big.

Dan Eikmeier, freshman and trumpet player for Groove
Patrol accented the second place group . in the
competition. Groove Patrol received gift certificates and
will serve as the aftemate to Fade 2 Shade at the
Mississippi Music Festival Hthey cannot perform.

STORY BY

Fade 2 Shade bandmembers were the first place winners at the competition. Greg Loraas, junior, plays
saxophone, John Rosner, senior, plays lead guitar and Craig Heltkanp, senior, Is the lead singer.

l'Horos BY

Melissa Gilman

Sara Kirlc

DIVERSIONS EDITOR
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1Jaylighf Savings will
steal an hour

0
Please Recycle Me.

by Tabitha Whissemore

University Village
Town/Jomes

STAFF WRITER

It's time to spring ~d again
with

the

upcoming

Sunday will bring another sign
of spring• setting the clock ahead to

F~ur bedroom · townhomes for individuals
or groups up to four.
e;ampus Clipper and Metro Bus Sl'rvice
with three trips per .hour to SCSU

increase the hours of daylight.

AJthough it has been an event for
m·ost of the century, not everyone
feels the need to change the hands
of time.
'1 don't think it's necessary,"
said freshman Craig Maas. "It's
light when it's light, it's dark when
it's dark. Why mess with that?"
In the beginning, Daylight
' Savings Tiple was designed to
conserve fuel needed to produce
electric power during World War I.
Now, however, it is daylight that is
being conserved.
Amidst the time change,
however, something is lost - one
hourofsleep.
Sleep
deprivation
"
experts
lo&$ of one
say hour
the
could
have
damaging

Illustration by Brian Wiesner
classes later in the day; it is the need
for more sleep.
Sleep is oot always easily found,
though.
"We have to put a high level of
eneigy into everything we do and
we're expected to do more than
most ' people,"
Maas said.

===~--■-•===

It's light when it's
~~'.:~nts are
light, it's dark
~:;si:~ ~~
when it's dark.
other
Wlry mess with
~~e:l~altake
bat?

Features Include: • Heated Swimming Pool
• Sand Volleyball Court • Free Parking/Outlets
• Phone/Cable In Bedrooms • Ceiling Fans in
Bedrooms • Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwasher • Air Conditioning

• Large·Storage Room • Frost Free Refrigerator
• Laundry Facilities • Vending Machines
• Individual Leases • Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

Daylight

Savings Time, but some people are
looking forward to missing one
valuable hour of sleep.

not

Openings for the 1998-1999 School Year
·,
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college
On
· most
campuses sleep
is a precious

co~;~~Y
t::iriv:ti::rm~~
part of college

:;;more said
their toll on the
Janelle
body.
Craig Maas
Thordson.
, For -college
FRESHMAN
Thordson
not
students,
the - - - - - - - - - does
necessarily share
physiological
effects hit even harder. According 10 Maas's view on the reason for the
scientists, it is not laziness that lack of sleep.
"Most of it is brought on by the
causes most students to 5thedule

students themselves," Thordson
said "A lot of college students just
don't have time management
skills."
Between
extracurricular
activities, work, studying and fun,
the hours of the day quickly
disappear. Many people·believe that·
college students are the most
overworked group around.
Even if one lost hour does not
have any permanent repercussions,
to students it means one less hour to
complete tasks, and it brings them
one hour closer to Monday.
Daylight Savings lime does
have a few advantages, especially
for those woi-king night shifts.
''At least we get paid for an extra
hoyr we dop.'t ha~ to wo~" sa); ..
Maas, who works rught security.
It is alSQ a gocxl excuse for being
late. It is not easy to remember to
set the clock ahead.
''The trade-off isn't bad,''
Tbordson said. "At least we can
catch up on sleep in October."
Only six months to go.

Rrchitectural Contruction Technology
Rulo Body and Rulo Service
Credit and Finance
Culinary Rrts
Graphic Hrts/Printing Technology
Optometric Technology
Call today to apply!
654-5089 or
1-800-222-1009, exL 5089
1540 Northway Drivt: • St.Cloud, MN 56303-1240
ADAAccessibleFacility AllirmaliveAciion/Eqll<"OpportunityEduca!o.-andEmployer

..
For more information, stop by
Stewart Hall 13 or call Sarah Tieck or
Ryan Vaz at 255-4086 or 255-2449. We
hope to see you there!

Sat~rday, April 4, 1998
Reading Room, SH 18
Noon-3 p.m.
I () R

\96 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH
OFFICE: 251 · 3260

STILL LOOKING
FOR THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE
RIGHT PRICE??
We have 2 and 4 br. apartments available from

$175 to$225

v'Bldgs. with FREE computers for student use

v' Walking distance to campus v'lntercom entry buildings v'Private
bedrooms with locl,:s v'Telephone and cable outlets in each bedroom
v'Mi_crowaves v'Off-m~et_par king v'Dishwashers _ v'Miniblinds on
all windows v' Air condit1ornng ll'lnterior and exterior areas we ll lighted v'Welhmaintained building and grounds
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Bring This Coupon to Gretel's for
Your FREE Treat!
Offer Good from 2-8pm
Monday-Friday

Must Have Coupon To Redeem Treat!
One treat Per Coupon
LGoodThruApril 10, 1998 _ __
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hen it comes to planning a .comfortable future, America 's best and
brightest turn to the expert: TIAA-CREF.
With ove r $200 billim;i in assets under
management, we're tl'ie world's largest
retirement system, the nation's leader in
customer satisfaction~ and ·the ovJh.vhelming choice of people in edut~~on, researc h,
and related fleld s.
·
,

Today, TIAA-CREF can help you
achieve even more of y our flnan cial goals.
From tax-deferred annuities and IRAs
to mutual funds, you'll find the flexibjlity
and choice you need, Dacked by a proven
history of performance, remarkably low
expenses, and peerless commitment to
pe rsonal service .

Expertise You C-rut Count On

To learn more a bout th e wo rld's
pre mier retirement organization, talk to
one of our retirement planning experts
at 1800842-2776 (8 a.m.-11 p.m. ET).
Or better still, speak to one of your
colleagues. Find out why, when it comes
to planning for tomorrow, grea t minds
think alike.

Find Out For Yourself

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org
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Free Muffins!
Free Donuts!
Free Cookies!

(.

For 80 years, TIAA-CREF has introduced
intelligent solutions to America's long-term
planning heeds. We pioneered the portable
pension, invented the variable annuity, and
popularized the very concept of stock i~vesting
for retirement. In fact, we manage the largest
stock account in the world.
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Bridgewew 3outH. Brrdgev,ew WesC'l'ar• S-o uth.
Classrc 500 and River Ridge.
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OVER ONE MILLION OF
THE BEST MINDS IN
AMERICA HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.

a:

Tenrbrae ......................Wednesday, April
8:30 pm
Holy Thursday .......................Thursday, Apri~ 9, 7 pm
Good Friday ............,............. Friday, April 10, 12 noon
Easter Vigil... ..............Saturday, April 11 at 8:30 pm
Easter Sunday........... 9 am and 11:15 am (no 8 pm)
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Ensuring the fututt
fur those who shape it.·
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Referral Bonus :

I Give to a friend. ff they sign a lease with Campus Management, I
I
you receive $25 off your first month''s rent
I
I
(1998-99 school year).
I
IL __________________
Your Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
JI
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Housing
EFACIENCIES
1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $2()'$35 garages.
2-BDRM. $205/mo. ·
Forestview apts. S.E. location
Cal11)us Clipper bus line. On-site
laundry. ijeat, water, garbage &
partdng/plug-in induded. 654-8300.

1 & 2-BDRM. APT$.
available for mature students in
quie1 building. 12-month lease on~.
cau 240-9483. ·
FORESTVIEW
large 1· & 2-bdrm. apts. Free
reserved parking with plug-ins.
Quie~ walk-in cklsets. On bus line.
Heat and water pd., $360-$43Cl'mo.
251-6969.

Classifieds

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1 and 2-bdrm. apts.
with various floor plans and
amenities. Choose your size and
style. Basic u1il. pd. Northern Mgmt

654-8300.
WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Halenbeck.
$175/mo. Heat pd. 251-6969.
VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCA110NS
on the web, scsuhousing.corii.
Garr1'.)us Management.
NO MORE ROOMMATES
spacious 1 & 2-bdrm. apts. in eight·
plex. Private off-street parking.
Laundry, heat pd., $360-$430. 251·
6969.
VISIT US ON THE WEB!
Select Prop www.rentneVadsiselec1

PRAIRIE HOME
2-BDRM.
in four-plex by Halenbeck Hall. . 2-bdrm . .irge rooms, decks. Easy
access to SCSU. Air oondrrioners.
summer/fall. Gall 251-8941.
Heat pd., $46&'mo. Northern Mgmt.
654-8300.
BENTONWOOD
2-bdrm. apts. by Hwy. 10 and 23.
BEACHWOOD AiPTS.
12-mo: leases $380-$400/10 mo.
leases $440-$460. Heat pd. Dan 1-bdnn. apts. near Cobom's. 10-mo.
leases $360-$390. 12-mo. leases
251-1925.
$320-$350. Dan 251-1925.
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM. UNIT
4-BDRM.APTS.
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.,
$220/mo. Northern Mgmt 654· 2 locations, 1 & 2 baths, heat pd.,
newer carpeting, parking. Excel
8300.
Mgmt. 251-6005.
OLYMPIC II
CAMPUS EAST
3 to 4-bdrms. Near hockey center. 4bdrm. split units with two full baths. .irge 4-bdrms. with 2 full baths.
OW, micro., security, garages and Extra storage. OW, garages,
security. Heat pd. 253-1154.
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.
EFACIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
APTS.
cklse to downtown and SCSU, heat
pd., Rwerskle Prop. 25H!284, 251·
9418.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdnn. townhomes, individual
leases, $200-$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.
4-BDRM. APTS.
various locations. 249-2617,
Counier Prop.
. 1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
cklse to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside Properties. 251·
8284, or251-9418.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdrm. unrrs across from campus.
Clean qualrry lwing. DW, />JC, heat
pd. Contact Equrry Investments, Jeff
421!-1290, o, 251-8284.

710 APTS.
3-bdrm. apts. 2 blks. W. of NHC.
$570 • $600, electric, heat. Dan 251·
1925.
AFFORDABLE
4-bdrm. apts., Westview, close to
new SCSU library, heat pd., AIC,
DW. 251-8284, 251-9418.
WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2·
bdrm. sm. $425. 2-bdrm. reg. $445.
2-bdrm. lg. or X·lg. $460. Pool,
ceiling fan, OW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251·3617.
1,2 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
located in SCSU neighborhood.
Great locations. Quality living. Dan
251-1925.
NEED A FURNISHED APT.?
tired of roommates? Gall us today!
253-1154.

2-BDRM.
side-by-side duplex near Halenbeck
Han. Gal 251-8941.

4-BDRM. APTS.
$195110-mo. lease, $175112-mo.
lease. Heat and basic cable
induded. _
259-9673, Counier Prop.

STATEVIEW
4-bdnn. units on campus. Two
showers, DW, micro., seculity. Heat
paid. 253-1154.

SINGLE ROOM
male, female, summer or tan. 1 blk.
to campus, on 5th Ave.
Very nice, 267-3291 or255-1274.

ROOMS FOR WOMEN
close to campus. Utilities pd.
Available immediately. Reasonable
rent. Short-term k!ases. Telephone
252-6153, leave a message.

NOW LEASING '98 • '99
large 2-bdrm. apts. free off-str.
parking, laundry, micro., near
Halenbeck Hall. $220/mo.12-mo.
lease, $240/mo.10-mo. lease. Gall
Glen at 251-0029, tt no answer
leave message.
'

HOUSES-ONLY 5 LEFT.
grot.!>Sof Sto 12. Dan251-1925.
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Policies:
•Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Mon~y's
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines: $2.
• Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless an account has been
~tablished with the University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Fonns are •inside the
door. Notices are free and run according to the amount of space.
For more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 2553943 or 255-2164, during business hours and ask for classifieds.
MICHIGAN PLACE
1-bdrm. spacious, French balconies.
1 baths. Quiet S.E. location. On bus
line. Heat pd., />JC, $405/rrio.
NO!lhem Mgmt. 654-8300.
2-BDRM. AiPTS.
very nice, ne~ remodeled, $275
• $295/mo. ea. 1-yr. lease. 1 blk. to
campus. Call Greg, 267-3291,
251-4160, N/A255-1274.
SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
$190/mo. Avail. immediate~. 1 blk.
to campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or
251-4160.
3-BDRM. AiPTS.
very nice, $245 each, 1-yr. lease, 1
blk. to campus. Call Greg, 267·
3291, 251-4160, N/A255-1274.

1·BDRM. APTS.
for· rent. $395/mo. Call Matt, 253·
5787.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
METROVIEW APT$.
2 and 3-bdrm., close to SCSU,
decks, DW, heat pd., />JC, security
garages, micro., Riverside Prop.
25H!284, 251-9418.
LARGE SINGLE ROOM
wrrh private bathroom and />JC for
the older student. Util. included.
706 6th Ave. S. 252-9226.
PRIVATE ROOMS IN 4-BDRM.
APTS.
heat pd., DW, micro., />JC, intercom
entry, parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
8-BDRM. HOUSE FOR WOMEN
keyed rooms, laundry, partdng,
wal~ng distance. Carta 252-9839.

SUMMER RATES
S.E. ·and campus locations,
$100/mo. Call Northern Mgmt. 6548300.
HALENBECK AiPTS.
oow renting fo, summer and fall.
Two full bathrooms, 4-bdrm. apts.
259-9434.
M & M SUITES
1 room efficiencies avail. now,
summer and fall. Util., cable
TV, induded. 259-9434.
HOUSE FOR WOMEN
5 openings. 1 blk. from campus on
6th. Heat, micro., TV, telephone in
each bdrm. 240-0679, 250-0679.

AMENmES PLUS
UNIVERSITY NORTH
2, 3 and 4-bdrm., decks, heat pd.,
DW, AIC, 1.5 baths, Rwerside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.
2 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
for women. Heat, elec. pd. Parking,
.iundry. Close, quiet. 253-0451.
4-BDRM. APTS.

~~':2~~ plans. Call 259-9673,
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS
4-bdrm. apt. DW, />JC. 240-0679, or
250-0679.
CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2
. OPENINGS
in 4-bdrm. apts. for tall. Includes
heat, DW, micro., />JC, blinds. 575 •
7th st. 252-9226.

s.

IT'S NOT TOO LATEI
M & M APTS.
caB today to see an apt. -EFF, 3 & now renting fo, '98-'99 school year.
fbdrm. avail. 253-1154 or " 4-bdrm. apts., all fresho/ updated.
www.rent.neVadslselect
259-9434.

SPRING, SUMMER & FAiLL
tired of the noise and congestion?
We have ,irge, private rooms, with
cable TV, laundry, partdng and a
GREAT location! Call fo, details.
8oP 251·8211.

UNIVERSITY APTS.
2 large bdrms. close to SCSU and
downtown, heat pd., DW. Riverside
25H!284, 251-9418.
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdrm. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. all withn 1 blk. trom
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.
3, 4-BORM. APTS.
9 locations.fo choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full baths, free partdng.
lllQ/~. i~-! 154,

~n:iw.

8-BDRM. HOUSE
avail. Aug. 1. 2 ~tchens, 3
CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
bathrrioms, washer/dryer, free
summer leagues sta~ng! Barbecue . parfong. $215/person. Must have 8
parties, etc. all for our valued people. Call Apartment Finders,
tenants! Gal 251-6969.
259-4040.

AVAIL LG. SINGLE ROOMS
also 1 and 2-bdrm. apts. On bus
line. Riverside Properties, 2518284, o,251-9418.

NOW! SPRING QUARTER
FEMALE SUBLEASER
·$190/mo., negotiable. Close to
campus, heated garage $30
(optional), heat, water, garbage,
partdng irduded. Call 202-8326.

IVY AiPTS.
4-bdrm. apts., DW, micro., seculity
and basic cable induded. Heat pd.
259-9673, Counier Prop.
CONVENIENT HOUSES
dose to SCSU and downtown,
locked bdrms., heat pd., spacious.
Riverside Property 25Hl284, 251·
9418.

~!"¥

MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house near
downtown. Includes room, large
yard, huge kitchen, big living room,
satellrre TV, laundry. $235/mo. Call
240-6988.
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdrm., many locations. 2-bdrm. 1
block from campus. 253-1154,
Select Propelties.
HOUSING FOR GROUPS OF
5,6,7,9,10,11 AND 12
close to SCSU. Also, 1, 2 and 3bdrm. apts. Dan 251-1925.
APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today or see us on the web,
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management, 251-1814.
CAMPUS SQUARE AiPTS.
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4bdrm. apts. TV, telephone in each
bdnn., security, OW, micro., heat.
240-0679, 250-0679.

AiPTS., ROOMS AND
EFACIENCIES
many styles and locations. One call
rents rr aD! 253-1154, Selec1 Prop.
1· BDRM. APT.
subleaser needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mikl from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, partdng included.
Call 654-1854.
WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose f,om with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management.
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WINDSOR WEST
4-bdrm. units and bi-levels. Two full
baths. DW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library site oo 4th Ave. DW,
micros., security, heat pd. 253-1154.

Employment
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
POSmONS AVAIL
will train, flexible hours, competitive
wages. Call CMDA 255-9667.
CRUISE SHIP & LAND TOUR
excellent bene:B;~ travel. Ask
how! 517-324-3090 ext. C56812.
SKI AND SNOWBOARD FREE
NEXT WINTER IN CO.
CHAMPAGNE POWDER!
Crested Butte Mountain Resort is
now accepting applications for our
'98-'99 Student Employment
Program. Guaranteed job, $500
scholarship, unlimtted ski/board
pass, pre-arrranged housing and
more! Contact Karen at (970)3492312.
http://www.coolworks.
com/showme/crested_butte/
TWIN CmES SUMMER JOBS
painters & supervisors. $7 .50 $10.00/hr. plus bonus & incentives.
3-day weekends. $200 signing
bonus. Call for more info. Varsity
Painters, 1-800-798-4950.
$1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING
part time. At home. Toll Free 1-800218-9000 Ext. T- 3883 for listings.
$1 ,000 POSSIBLE
- reading books. Part time. At home.

$1,500 WEEKLY
potential mailing our circulars. Free
information. Call (410)-783-8275.
"NANNIES!
live-in positions with Prescreened
Nationwide Professional Families.
Top _salaries. Benefits. 1-yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965.
SPRING BR~AK '98
free food and drinks! Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida
from $399 and up. Organize a small
group & travel FREE! Highest
commissions & lowest prices! Cati
Surf & Sun Tours to become a
campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.
EARN $750 • $1 ,500/WEEK
raise an the money your student

o~~-:u~~~i/

1
Pu~~~ra1:15
~~
investment & very tittle time needed.
There's no oblig,i,tion, so why not
today. can 1-

~1~s-::r.

infin~e child abuse, infinite terrorism,
infinite persecution, infinite hate,
infinite immorality, infinite e"'.il, on the
basis of belief. The biblical Jesus is
an infinite child abuser. The
Christian father god had his only son
tortured and slaughtered . as a
sacrifice to himself, which i~ another
Christian, perfect, moral, fam_ily
example of child abuse. Christian
child abusers are imitating the
Christian, pertect, moral, God family
examples. Anyone who ~ Christian
is a terrorized person. Dare to
questioo all religioo. Atheism is true.

For Sale

Page 15
THINKING ABOUT COMMUTING
NEXT YEAR?
if you are in the Maple Grove,
Plymouth, Brootdyri Park area, Give
me a call. Debbie 323-2989.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your aree. Toll free 1800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
GOVT FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, your area. Toll free 1-800218-9000. Ext. H-3883 for current
listings.

1985 KAWASAKI GPZ

550 motorcylcle 15,000M. Great
condition. Car1253-3335, evenings.

PERSONAL ALARM
helps protect friends, family or
yourself with an ear-splitting wail
activated 'by switch or pull pin. U~
9-volt battery (not included). Choose
red or gray. $18.95 each, or take
advantage of our roommatei
special: two or more alaITTIS ooly
$14.95 each. Check or money order
to Robert J. Roo
· 11925 7th st. N.E.
Dept.1-SC
Mpls., MN 55434
In MN add 6.5% sales tax
TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 2517270. 9 ~Ison . S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
students, $5. All other weekdays,
$6.

Attention
EUROPE • SUMMER '98
$209 (each way plus taxes).
Caribbean/ Mexico $229 rn. Call 1800-326-2009.
http:
//www.airhttch.org

SUMMER CAMP STAFF
enjoy wor1<ing and playing outdoors
with children. Swimming, car11>fires,
kayaks, climbing wall and .water
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
trampoline. Co-ed youth camp
located 30 minutes S. W. of for help and hope call St. Cloud
Minneapolis seeks 40 men and Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
women.
Certified lifeguards, Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
program counselors, envir. ed.
RESUME SERVICE
assistants, and arts and crafts
instructor.
10-12
wks.
of student packages. 240-2355.
employment start June 13. Must be
HOW DO YOU LOOK IN A
18 or older. Training provided.
SWIMSUIT?
Salary plus room and board.
Preference Qiven to college lose weight for sur,:imer. Call 259students-internships welcome. Call 0248 (samples/dlsccunts).
for app. or interview, (612) 4748085.

* 1, 2, 3 & 4 &tnnApts

* Stngle Bdrms available
•
•
•
•

Dishwashers
Microwaves
Laundry Facilities
Reserved Parking

•
~
•
•

·

Air Conditioners
Security
Utilities Paid
Garages & Decks

$7.00 FOR PT!!
great evern_ng and -~at. hrs. that

fo117 ree 1-80(},218-9000 ext R: -leave you-tirtle-to-stucfy.-We are-a,--;;==========================="2- ~
0

3883 for 1istings.

·

FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit card fund-raisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping $51
VISA application. Call 1-800-9320528 X 65. Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.
HAJR STYLIST
work on campus. Captain Ron's Too
in Atwood Memorial Center &eeking
part-time hairstylists. Flexible hours,
convenient location. Competitive
wages based on experience. Perks.
Call 654-8998 or 251-0137.

~":~ing~o:~~!fe~ho~~e~?tecti=
Hrs. are 5:30 - 9 p.m., Mon - Thurs.
and 8 - noon 2 Sat. a mo. Potential
for increased or full-time summer
hrs.! Please call Wanda, Janet or
Barb to schedule a visit to our Sauk
Rapids office: 253-7800.

Career Qe~ision Expo '98 Special Event

ATTENTION ACCOUNTING
STUDENT .
part-time book-keeper needed.
Approx. 4hrs./wk, payroM,ank and
sales. JournaVPC skills desirable.
Year. round position, salary open.
Please
call
253-2249,
eveningslweeekends

ELK YOUTH CAMP
near Brainerd needs cabin
counselor, water-fronf people, craft ·
sp~cialist,
naturalist,
fishing
specialist, music leader, nurse.
June 10toAug. 10. Good pay, EOE.
(507) 373-6002. ,
HOW DOES $800/WK. EXTRA
INCOME
sound to you? Amazing, profitable
opportunity. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: International
1375 Coney l~and, Brooklyn, N.Y.
11230
LIVE~N PCA
personal care attendant wanted
part-time hours. Call Chad at 6569233.
WIN A BIG SCREEN TV OR MAJD
SERVICE FOR A SEMESTER
white raising money for your student
organization. Earn up to $5 per Visa/
MasterCard application. The first 50
groups to complete the fund-raiser
receive FREE MOVIE PASSES!
Call for ·details. 1-800-932-0528 x
75.

private children's camps, NY, PA, ·
New England. 6/2()-6/20. Call
Arlene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428.
SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
YOU CHOOSE!!

NY. PA, New England. Instructors
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
basketball, lifeguards, wsi, baseball,
gymnastics, sailing, etc. Arlene
Streisand, 1-800-443-6428.

Personal<;
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
The biblical Jesus will infinitely
torture his own ch,ildren in infinite
burning hell if they do not believe.
The foundation of Christianity is

Have your questions answered at the

ALUMNI PANEL
Tuesday, April 7; 1998
Atwood Little Theater
2 p.m. - 3 p.m.
This event is sponsored by Career Development Council.
Career Services, and the Counseling Center.
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• Career Assessments
• Job Searching Assistance
• Career Counseling
• Academic Advising
• Computer-Aided Career Exploratiori,

Tuesday, April 7th
10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Atwood Lobby
Sponsored by: SCSU Career Services & SCSU Counseling Center

.

INSTANT CREDIT

_

·.

• · ~ Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
, 11ti
1 Yean
~
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
No CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

-~-1Elf~--~Fl

no credit • bad credit • no income?
. _ . ; ~_,

. ~.

4 . ~ t . ·-i! ·

i.:~

- You Can Qualify To ltecefve

Two Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

r.-----------------------------------------~
I
·

ORDER FORM

YES!

I wanr 1€\•M;M~ii##•l·!i@M1Z'1! Credit Cards immediately.
GACC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321 -

__________

Name....................- - - - - , -

Address---

- - - - - - - - -··························································••·••······

.... ..............................................................................................
-

Clty .................. - - - - - - - - - - - - - · · S t a t e - - - · · · · · · · · · · Z l p .........................................

-I

~-----------------------------------------~
\

